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ABSTRACT
Assertion and Machiavellianism
(September, 1981)
Tae-Hyun Moon, B.S.
,
University of Delaware
M.S., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Marian L. MacDonald
Eighty eight male and female subjects, pretested on Mach IV, en-
acted four role-plays from the Extended Interaction Test. These situ-
ations varied in social
-interpersonal context, but each required the
expression of negative asserti veness (i.e., to stand up for one's
rights). Half of the subjects interacted with a persistent partner
while the other half dealt with an easy-going one. Responses were
videotaped and rated on three measures of speech content and three
measures of nonverbal behavior, as well as a measure of perceived over-
all asserti veness. Subjects also completed a battery of self-report
tests which included the Marl owe -Crowne Social Desirability Scale, the
Mach V Scale, and the Conflict Resolution Inventory. The results indi-
cated that none of the self-report measures were related to behavioral
assertion, including the Conflict Resolution Inventory, a widely used
test of assertion. Two of the three experimental design variables
yielded significant results; although Mach was not able to predict be-
havioral assertion, both persistence of partner and sex of the subject
were found to affect the observed levels of behavioral assertion.
i v
Levels of behavioral assertion decreased under conditions of greater
persistence. Women were perceived as less assertive than men although
there were no sex differences in actual behaviors. Additionally, sig-
nificant role-play scene differences were found. The implications of
these, and the other, findings on the assertion construct and its
assessment, are discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A personality variable originally studied by Christie (1970),
Machiavellianism was derived from the precepts laid down in The Prince
by Nicolo Machiavelli. In this sixteenth century treatise on how to
get and keep political power, Machiavelli not only defined a philosophy
of the dynamics underlying various interpersonal interactions, but also
a method of using these dynamics to successfully gain one's own ends
without offending other parties involved. Christie's idea was that
individuals who achieved and held power positions in the contemporary
world might be those who tended to agree with Machiavel 1 i ' s ideas about
human nature and how to deal with it. The Mach Scales were designed to
measure this variable, and consist of statements taken from trans-
lations of Machiavelli with which respondents are asked to agree or
disagree. Since its development in the early 1960's, the Mach Scales
(IV and V) have been used extensively in research, and evidence for the
construct validity of Machiavellianism has been supportive (Christie &
Geis, 1970).
Research shows consistent dispositional differences between those
who agree with Machiavelli, scoring high on the Mach Scales (high
Machs) and those who disagree, scoring low on the Mach Scales (low
Machs) (Geis & Christie, 1970):
(1) High Machs, but not lows, are resi stent to social influence;
they will not change their opinions or comply with requests
unless given sufficient justification. Low Machs, on the
1
2other hand, can be moved to act by sheer social pressure;
they are more likely to do or accept something simply
because another wants him/her to do so.
(2) In deciding a course of action, high Machs are oriented
toward conditions, attending to explicit situation-specific
definitions, rules, and overt action. Lows attend to and are
influenced by the individual persons with whom they are in-
teracting and the implicit assumptions to which they are
emotionally committed (e.g., similarity to self, reciprocity
of action, etc.). Low Machs are sensitive to the other per-
son's feelings, wishes, and expectations, adjusting their
own actions accordingly; the high Machs, although aware of
the other's desires, do not take them personally. Instead,
they view the demand in more objective terms of what they
are being asked to do and what the advantages or disadvan-
tages are to them.
(3) Finally, high Machs tend to initiate and control the struc-
ture of a relationship (reflecting their goal-directed power
orientation), while lows tend to go along with the structure
proposed by others.
The purpose of this research was to see if high Machs are more
behavioral ly assertive than are lows. As it is often defined in the
literature, assertion (the ability to refuse unreasonable requests) is
always preferred to passivity (compliance with unreasonable requests).
Consequently, the high Mach, unencumbered by emotional strings, would
be expected to recognize the unreasonable request as disadvantageous
3to him/herself and therefore to refuse to comply. In addition, Lake
(1967) found that high Machs responded to aggressive behavior with
counteraggression, much more so than lows. The low Mach, however, may
be moved to acquiesce, either by persistent social pressure or by em-
phatic response to the other's need or from adherence to the rules of
a social structure calling for passivity, as in the case of women in
both eastern and western cultures.
Results from a pilot study (using Mach IV and the Conflict Reso-
lution Inventory, a self-report measure of assertion) lend tentative
support to the aforementioned formulations. In accord with previous
practice in research on Mach, high and low scores were defined by the
median score (md. = 93.5) in the sample of 60 college-aged males and
females. There was a significant positive correlation between Mach
and self-reported assertion for the high Machs in the sample (r = .38,
p_ .05) but none for lows (r = -.29, n.s.). For those participants
who agreed with Machiavelli , the greater their agreement, the more
assertive they reported themselves as being. The picture is less clear
with the low Machs. One possible explanation for the lack of a signi-
ficant relationship between low Mach scores and self-reported assertion
is that social desirability may have acted to either moderate or sup-
press self-reported assertion with low Machs. It has already been
shown that in answering self-report measures, low Machs are influenced
by implicit assumptions (about human nature) or sel f-expectati ons
,
while in action situations, they may get carried away from these
private assumptions in the process of interacting with particular
others (Geis & Christie, 1970). Society's values today are in a state
4of flux; some people still value the Christian ethic of "turning the
other cheek," being accommodating and compromising, while others, pro-
ducts of the "me" generation, place a premium on being assertive, i.e.,
standing up for their rights. The low Machs in the pilot study may
have given either assertive or nonassertive responses on the Conflict
Resolution Inventory (the CRI) depending on what they implicitly
assumed people should be like or what they expected of themselves.
The fact that social desirability is a potent motivator for low
Machs has been demonstrated by Christie and Geis (1970). They found a
significant negative correlation between Mach IV and social desir-
ability in two classes of medical students (r = -.35, and r = -.45,
p_ = not reported). Budner (1962) also found significant negative cor-
relations between Mach and social desirability in a sample of college
students; for males, r = -.35, for females, r = -.75, p_ = not reported.
Low Machs, especially low Mach women, exhibited a greater need to pre-
sent themselves as "good" than Machs who were more apt to admit to
having socially undesirable traits. Interestingly, Kiecolt and
McGrath (1979) found a similarly inverse relationship between levels
of social desirability and levels of behavioral assertion. In their
research, high social desirability scorers (who would be expected to
be low Machs) described themselves as significantly more assertive than
low social desirability scorers (who would be expected to be high Machs)
on a self-report measure of assertion, F( 1,28) = 4.16, p_ < .05. How-
ever, these high social desirability scorers performed significantly
more poorly than low scorers on a behavioral measure of assertion,
F(l ,28) = 12.38, p_ < .001. This result, again, suggests a possible
5positive relationship between levels of behavioral assertion and Mach
scores, i.e., that high Machs are behaviorally more assertive than lows.
In addition, Kiecolt and McGrath (1979) found that high social
desirability scorers (who would be expected to be low Machs), who
wanted to be assertive and knew how to be assertive, still exhibited
much more anxiety in the actual performance of assertive behaviors than
low social desirability scorers (who would be expected to be high Machs)
F(l,28) = 8.48, p_ < .007. In all probability, people interacting with
these high social desirability scorers would read the anxiety cues as
well as the assertive verbal content. Hence, it is not unreasonable
to believe that these people, sensing the conflict and ambiguity of the
high social desirability scorers, will persist in their coercive ac-
tions, hoping to get their way.
Research shows that implacability on the other person's part is
an effective method of swaying low Machs to accede to unreasonable and
personally disadvantageous situations. In the Ten Dollar Game
,
Christie and Geis ( 1970) found that low Mach subjects who were con-
fronted with team members who were intent on cutting them out of a
share of team money, rationalized until they convinced themselves that
their team members' demands were justified. Perhaps the key elements
necessary to persuade low Machs to accept unreasonable requests are
persistent insistence on the other person's part and enough convincing
rationalizations to do so. S/he may be unassertive due to his/her ten-
dency to forget him/herself by getting caught up in the other's situ-
ation. If a low Mach who wants to be assertive finds his/her attempts
at assertion repeatedly foiled, i.e., his/her attempts are not being
6reinforced with success, it is reasonable to expect that s/he will
regularly adopt a nonassertive stance in his/her daily interactions.
Moreover, the role of persistence in inhibiting low Machs' behav-
ioral assertion is supported by Exline, Thibaut, Hickey and Gumpert's
(1970) study on the effects of stress on eye contact, a behavioral
index of assertion. They found that in stressful interpersonal situ-
ations, low Machs will engage in significantly less eye contact than
high Machs. Since unpleasant persistence will undoubtedly raise the
stress factor in any given situation, and since most situations calling
for assertive behavior may be termed "stressful", it is possible that
low Machs will evince less behavioral assertion (like eye contact) than
high Machs, across different stressful situations, when confronted with
persistent others
.
The likelihood of the hypothesized positive relationship between
Mach level and behavioral assertion is further suggested by the ability
of Mach theory to provide theoretical explanations for recent findings
in assertion research. In the assertion literature, there is a conflict
surrounding the issue of whether or not low assertives have knowledge
of the content of appropriate refusal behaviors. Although both
Schwartz and Gottman ( 1976) and Bruch (1980) found that high assertives
had this knowledge, the former also found that low assertives did as
well, while the latter, who attempted to replicate Schwartz and
Gottman' s study, found that low assertives did not know the content of
appropriate refusal behaviors as well as did high assertives. In light
of Mach theory, high Machs would naturally be classified as high asser-
tives because of their ability to recognize a bad situation and to act
7to protect their own interests. If practice makes perfect, these high
Mach/high assertives would have had much practice at refusing un-
reasonable requests and consequently, better know how to behave in
appropriately assertive ways. They would not be seen as aggressive,
because one of the prime characteristics of the high Mach is his/her
ability to handle people and maintain good public relations. However,
low Machs, with their susceptibility to social pressure and need to
present themselves as "good" persons, may not want to be assertive for
fear of offending others. Such people would not have as much practice
at being assertive and therefore would not know the content of appro-
priate assertive responses as well as the high Machs. This is not to
say that all low Mach/ low assertives want to be passive; some may pre-
fer to be assertive and know how to behave assertively but due to the
aforementioned interpersonal reasons, find it difficult to execute
these behaviors. This thought/action discrepancy felt by some low
Machs has been demonstrated by Kiecolt and McGrath (1979; note the
negative correlation between Mach and social desirability). They found
that people who scored high on social desirability (low Machs) pre-
sented themselves as high assertive on self-report measures of asser-
tion but were significantly less assertive than low social desir-
ability scorers (who would be expected to be high Machs) on a behav-
ioral measure of assertion.
Perhaps it may be relevant to call into question the effective-
ness of standard self-report measures of assertion in assessing levels
of actual assertive behavior. In Kiecolt and McGrath' s (1979) study,
the self-report measure of assertion was unable to predict observed
8assertive behavior. A possible alternative predictor of behavioral
assertion is the Mach variable. Bruch (1980) found that high asser-
tives had information processing styles similar to the styles others
have found used by high Machs (as measured by Schroeder's PCM);
greater tolerance for ambiguity and conflict, with more reliance on
internal standards for evaluating social stimuli, than low assertives.
Opposingly, low assertives, like low Machs, depended on external stan-
dards to understand social stimuli, perceiving information categori-
cally in a good-bad dichotomy, i.e., in a rigidly moralistic manner.
They were less tolerant of conflict and ambiguity than high assertives;
research shows that high Machs are able to use conflict and ambiguity
to their advantage against low Machs who get distracted from their
goals in the process of interacting (Geis, 1970). In The Con Game
,
Geis found that high Machs excel in conflictual, ambiguous situations
involving latitude for improvisation and opportunities to arouse ir-
relevant affect in the low Machs.
Finally, Mach theory is also congruent with Fiedler and Beach's
(1978) conclusion that the most important factor in the decision to be
assertive rests solely on whether one perceives the consequences of
assertion to be negative. For high Machs, with their "cognitive"
orientation, the perceived result of refusing an unreasonable request
is merely the protection of their rights, certainly not a negative
result. However, low Machs, adopting a more "personal" orientation,
would have to balance the inconvenience and possible affront to the
other person against the inconvenience to him/herself. S/he may very
well choose the latter as the lesser of the two evils and comply, given
9his/her tendency to take the needs and concerns of others as his/her
own
.
In sum:
--Dispositional differences between high vs. low Machs suggest
that high Machs will be more behaviorally assertive than lows.
-Kiecolt and McGrath (1979) found a negative correlation
between social desirability scores and levels of observed
behavioral assertion. Christie and Geis (1970) found a
negative correlation between social desirability and Mach.
This suggests a possible positive relationship between be-
havioral assertion and Mach.
--Mach theory provides theoretical explanations for the results
of a pilot study as well as conflicts in the assertion litera-
ture.
— Kiecolt and McGrath (1979) showed that some self-report
measures of assertion are not effective in assessing perfor-
mance on a behavioral measure of assertion.
--Batch' s (1980) description of the information processing
styles of high and low assertives correspond quite well with
Christie and Geis' (1970) notions of high and low Machs.
--Mach theory is consistent with current findings in cognitive
assertion research, i.e., Fiedler and Beach (1978).
--Low Machs may be less behaviorally assertive than highs
because of their exhibition of anxiety in conjunction with
the performance of assertive behaviors. Research showed that
low Machs were susceptible to insistence; the other person,
10
sensing the low Machs' ambivalence, may persist in their
coercive attempts, and finally succeed. High Machs, on the
other hand, have been found to react in kind to unreasonable
behavior from others (Lake, 1967). They would not be affect-
ed by the persistence of the other.
— Exline, Thibaut, Hickey, and Gumpert's ( 1970) work on eye
contact in stressful interpersonal situations suggested that
low Machs' levels of behavioral assertion (as measured by
nonverbal factors like eye contact) would vary as a function
of the persistence of the other.
The present study was designed to measure the effectiveness of
Mach in predicting performance on a behavioral measure of assertion, in
comparison with a standard, commonly employed self-report measure of
assertion. Specific predictions were:
(1) Mach would more ably predict behavioral assertion than self-
report assertion measures; the correlation between behavioral
assertion and Mach would be greater than that between behav-
ioral assertion and the Conflict Resolution Inventory (CRI).
(2) Mach and behavioral assertion would be positively correlated.
(3) The correlation between behavioral assertion and CRI would
not be significant.
(4) High social desirability scorers would be less behavioral ly
assertive than would low social desirability scorers.
(5) High Machs would score lower on the social desirability
measure than would low Machs.
(6) Social desirability would vary inversely with both Mach and
11
behavioral assertion; the latter two measures would covary
di rectly.
(7) The persistence level of the confederates would variably
affect high and low Machs' responses:
--high Machs would respond assertively when confronted with
an unreasonable request, regardless of the nature of the
confederate's level of persistence.
--low Machs would be less assertive with the more persistent
confederate than they would be with the less persistent
one
.
CHAPTER II
METHOD
Subjects
Two hundred and seventy eight undergraduates in introductory
psychology classes were recruited through the Psychology Departmental
Subject Pool to serve as volunteers for this study. In return, partici-
pants received research credits which were added into the computation
of their final course grade. The majority of subjects were freshper-
sons; the mean age was 18.2 (SD = 1.83), with ages ranging from 17 to
32. Half of the participants were male, and half were female.
Mach Pretest
.
In order to assign subjects to experimental conditions
on the basis of the Mach variable, all participants were pretested on
the Mach IV Scale (Christie & Geis, 1970). The Scale was administered
following standard protocol during the first two weeks of fall semes-
ter. In accord with previous research on Mach, subject classifi-
cations were assigned relative to the median score in the sample tested
(sample median = 92); volunteers who scored 92 and above were classi-
fied as high Machs (N of men = 41, N of women = 79) while those who
scored 91 and below were classified as low Machs (N of men = 55, N of
women = 103). From the sample of pretested volunteers, subjects from
each of the four categories (high Mach men, high Mach women, low Mach
men, low Mach women) were randomly selected and individually contacted
(by telephone) to participate in the study. Experimental sessions were
conducted until data had been gathered from 22 subjects in each of the
12
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aforementioned categories.
In addition to classification by Mach (high and low) and by sex
(male and female), subjects were also differentiated by their desig-
nation to either the long or short persistence conditions. Half of the
subjects in each of the four categories (high Mach men, high Mach women,
low Mach men, and low Mach women), were randomly assigned to one of two
experimental conditions; long versus short role-plays (see description
of the Extended Interaction Test below). The subjects assigned to long
role-plays interacted with confederates who extended the role-play
interactions to six or more statements, while those assigned to short
role-plays interacted with confederates who extended the role-plays by
only two confederate responses.
Experimental design
.
The resulting design was a two-by-two-by-two (sex
of subject by Mach classification of subject by persistence condition);
it is drawn in Figure 1.
Pretest and Dependent Variables
Mach IV
.
Mach IV was developed by Christie and Geis ( 1970) to measure
one's tendency to agree with Machiavelli, i.e., one's Machiavellianism.
It is composed of 20 statements (translations from The Prince by
Nicolo Machiavelli) with which respondents are asked to agree or dis-
agree, on a seven point, Likert Scale. The mean item-whole correlation
of these items has been reported to be .38 (Christie & Geis, 1970).
The mean split-half reliability has been reported as .79 (Christie &
Geis, 1970). Mach IV has also been found to be negatively correlated
14
with social desirability for both sexes, but especially for women;
Budner (1962) found a correlation of -.35 between Edward's Social
Desirability Scale and Mach IV among college males but the correspond-
ing figure among college females was almost -.75. Full details on the
administration and scoring procedures, as well as the construction, of
the Mach IV may be found in Studies in Machiavellianism (Christie &
Geis, 1970, 10-34).
Mach_V. Mach V is a forced choice version of the Mach IV, developed
to minimize the influence of social desirability associated with re-
sponding to Mach IV. It was used in this study to provide a counter-
check on the validity of the Mach IV pretest classification of sub-
jects .
Conflict Resolution Inventory
. Developed by McFall and Lillesand (1971)
the Conflict Resolution Inventory is a self-report measure of assertion
dealing specifically with refusal behaviors. It was chosen for use in
this study primarily due to its wide usage as a screening device in
assertive training studies.
Social Desirability Scale . The Marl owe-Crown e Social Desirability
Scale (Marlowe & Crowne, 1960) is composed of 33 statements concerning
personal attitudes and traits, with which respondents are asked to
agree or disagree. This scale was chosen over the other popular
social desirability scale (Edward, 1957) because it is the most recent
and updated version available.
Extended Interaction Test. The Extended Interaction Test (Galassi,
1973) involves a series of role-play situations which are designed to
assess levels of behavioral assertion. It was chosen over other fre-
quently used behavioral tests of assertion (e.g., role-playing to pre-
recorded audio tapes) because of the interpersonal dynamics created by
the mere presence of another live person with whom to enact the scenes.
Hopefully, this socio-interactional component would increase the credi-
bility of the role-playing process such that the subjects become im-
mersed in their roles, acting naturally and exhibiting behaviors that
would be characteristic of them, should the situations described ac-
tually occur. In addition, maximal subject involvement was even more
enhanced due to the extended length of each role-play (by allowing
subjects more time to get involved) and the bel ievabi lity of the con-
federates, who were trained to be just that (i.e., believable in their
roles )
.
Subjects were told that this part of the experiment dealt with
decision making in difficult interpersonal situations. They were in-
structed to imagine that they were actually in the situation described
and to act as they normally would given the circumstances. Four scen-
arios, each depicting a different type of situation that calls for
behavioral assertion from the subjects, were role-played; being imposed
on by a peer, being imposed on by an authority figure, imposing on a
peer and imposing on an authority figure (a fifth scene, involving a
dating situation, was not used, since confederates were all of the same
sex as the subjects and the role-play called for opposite sex partners.
The Extended Interaction Test, designed for pre and post test purposes,
provides two equivalent sets of role-plays. For this study, only the
16
modified pretest version (excluding the dating scene) was arbitrarily
selected for use, because this design did not involve pre and post
testing. Each of the four selected role-plays were prefaced by an ex-
planation of the events leading up to the interaction; the relationship
between the actors and the setting in which the interaction takes place
The order in which subjects role-played the scenes are as follows:
Mooching Scene (being imposed on by a peer); Mother/Father Wants You
Home Scene (being imposed on by an authority figure); Drop and Add
Scene (imposing on a peer); Change Your Grade Scene (imposing on an
authority figure). For example, the explanation for the Mooching Scene
is as follows:
Picture yourself just getting out of class on any weekday
morning. Hmm. You're a little hungry so you get a candy
bar and milk from the machines. While you're eating, you
see your mooching friend (same sex) coming over again.
S/he already owes you about five dollars from borrowing
"just a dime" or "just fifty cents". Although you have
enough money including change in your pocket, you' re very
tired of lending him/her money. Oh, here s/he comes now.
For the purposes of this study, the degree of confederate persistence
in the role-play was varied. Given that all confederate lines were
predetermined, half of the subjects were confronted with unyielding re-
si stence from their role-play partners (who extended the role-plays to
their full six or more lines), while the other half found their part-
ners more easily influenced (confederates shortened the role-plays by
responding only twice before giving in to the subjects' position). The
confederate lines for the shortened role-plays started with the first
assertion-related confederate response given in the original test (i.e.
excluding introductory lines like, "Hi, how're you doing?"). This was
17
followed by another assertion-related response, chosen by seven
psychologists from among all the other responses (for each scene) as
the one most representative of the rest. Reliabilities for the second
line, computed in terms of number of agreements divided by the number
of agreements plus disagreements, are
.86, .86, .73, and .86, for
scenes 1 through 4, respectively.
The administration procedures for all role-plays were standardized;
confederates verbally read the written role-play instructions to the
subjects, asked if subjects had any questions, then enacted a sample
role-play to make certain that the procedures were clear. Confederate
responses were monitored for conformity to the scripts and subjects
were eliminated in those cases where there were marked departures.
Immediately after the end of each role-play, the subjects were
asked to rate their level of anxiety during the preceding scene, using
the Subjective Unit of Disturbance (SUD) Scale. This measure requires
subjects to recall the least and the most anxious moments in their
lives; assigning the numbers 1 and 100 to these two events, respectively,
they are asked to rate their anxiety level for the scene on the scale
from 1 to 100.
All role-plays were videotaped behind a one-way mirror, with a
hidden microphone in front of the subject's chair. The equipment was
hidden from view, not for purposes of deception, but rather to decrease
the artificiality of the experimental situation and to put subjects
more at ease such that s/he would respond in the most natural way
possible, with the least amount of influence from extraneous distrac-
tions .
18
Videotape ratings. All behavioral ratings were made independently by
two trained judges who observed replays of the videotaped segments and
who were blind to the Mach classifications of the subjects. These
videotaped data were scored according to two systems: Galassi's
method of scoring for assertion content, developed specifically for the
EIT (Galassi, 1973) and Eisler, et al.'s more general method of scoring
for various components of assertive behavior (Eisler, Miller & Hersen,
1973). The former system is a classification scheme whereby all pos-
sible responses are categorized into one of five classes of responses:
direct assertion, qualified assertion, implied assertion, irrelevant
responses and no response/compliance, numerically ordered from 4
through 0, respectively. The latter system is comprised of a group of
behaviors thought to be associated with the complex of assertive be-
haviors. Of the ten types of behaviors listed in the original Eisler,
et al., (1973) schema, only those which have been found to reliably
discriminate between high and low assertives (Eisler, Miller & Hersen,
1973; McReynolds, 19 ; Galassi, Hollandsworth
,
Radecki, Gay, Howe and
Evans, 1976), were used in the present research. These categories and
their definitions are as follows:
(1) Eye Contact. Subject's amount of eye contact with their
role-play partners were rated in terms of its percentage
in the total time between termination of the first prompt
and the end of the confederate's concluding line (e.g., "See
ya around", from the Mooching Scene, in Galassi, 1973).
(2) Loudness of Speech. Loudness of subjects' speech for scene
was rated on a five point scale from one (very low) to five
19
(very loud). (From Eisler, Miller & Hersen, 1973).
(3) Compliance Content. Compliance of verbal content was rated
on a dichotomous occurrence or non-occurrence basis for each
scene. Compliance was scored if the subject did not resist
the confederate's position. (From Eisler, et al
. , 1973).
(4) Content Requesting New Behavior. Verbal content requesting
new behavior was also scored on an occurrence or non-occur-
rence basis for each scene. Responses scored in this cate-
gory required more than mere non-compliance. Subjects had
to show evidence that s/he wanted a change in the confede-
rate's behavior. (However, content requesting new behavior
was not rated as contingent on non-compliance because a num-
ber of subjects who complied also requested new behavior.)
(From Eisler, Miller & Hersen, 1973).
(5) Affect. Subjects' speech was scored on a five-point scale
for affect, with one indicating a very flat, unemotional tone
of voice and five indicating a full and lively intonation
appropriate to the situation. (From Eisler, et al
. ,
1973).
(6) Overall Asserti veness . After rating all the previous behav-
ioral categories, judges were asked to read descriptions of
assertive behavior (Wolpe & Lazarus, 1966; Alberti, 1977).
They were then asked to rate all videotaped scenes for asser-
ti veness on a five-point scale, with one indicating very un-
assertive and five indicating very assertive (From Eisler,
et al
. ,
1973)
.
20
Procedure
Experimental sessions involved two parts: the administration of
the battery of self-report measures (Conflict Resolution Inventory,
McFall & Lillesand, 1971; the Social Desirability Scale, Marlowe &
Crowne, 1960; and, the Mach V Scale, Christie & Geis, 1970), and the
enactment of the behavioral role-play test (Extended Interaction Test,
Galassi, 1973), which also included the self-report measure of anxiety
(Subjective Unit of Disturbance Scale, Lang & Lazouri
, 1966).
Half the subjects received the written measures before the Ex-
tended Interaction Test (EIT) and the other half received the EIT before
the written battery. Since subjects were run in same sex pairs, two
experimenters, both of the same sex as the subjects, attended each
session. One experimenter was responsible for explaining the written
portion of the session (and operating the videotape equipment), while
the other administered the EIT and the anxiety measure. All experi-
menters were blind to the Mach classification of the subjects. When
subjects arrived at the laboratory, the experiment was introduced to
them as a study of "self-expression in social situations." The nature
of the procedure, involving both written and behavioral measures, was
explained and consent was obtained for videotaping the role-plays of
the Extended Interaction Test. At the end of the session, subjects
were individually debriefed.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Rater Reliabilities on Videotaped Data
Tapes were randomly selected for reliability checks, with observer
reliabilities on the various measures of behavioral assertion based on
approximately 10% of the videotapes. Reliabilities for compliance con-
tent requesting new behavior were calculated as the number of agreements
divided by the number of agreements plus disagreements. The reliability
for eye contact was also calculated in this way to ensure rater accu-
racy on a potentially important discriminator of Mach differences on
behavioral assertion. The percentage for these 3 variables were as
follows: compliance content, 92%; content requesting new behavior, 92%;
eye contact, 91%. All other reliability figures were computed in terms
of the traditional Pearson-product correlation coefficient formula.
Reliability coefficients were as follows: loudness of speech, r = .95;
assertion content, r = .88; affect, r = .94; overall asserti veness
,
r = 1.00.
Sample Characteristics
The reliability of the Mach IV-derived subject classification was
examined by evaluating the relative stability of subjects' Mach scores
over forms and times, i.e., the initial Mach IV pretest and the sub-
sequent Mach V testing during the experimental session (test-retest
intervals ranged from three weeks to slightly over two months). The
21
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Pearson correlation coefficient for Mach IV and Mach V was significant
(r = .48, p_ .001) and compares favorably with past research on form
and temporal reliability. Additionally, a countercheck on the sampling
distribution of the Mach classifications was made by computing the
median of the average of each subject's Mach IV and Mach V scores; the
resulting figure of 98.9 is comfortably close to the theoretical neutral
point of 100.
Data Analyses
Group means and standard deviations on all dependent variables are
listed in Table 1. Three-way ANOVAs (sex by Mach level by persistence)
were computed on each of these variables (Table 2). The data were also
subjected to a stepwise multiple regression analysis with Assertion
Content, Loudness, Eye Contact, Affect, Content Requesting New Behavior,
Subjective Units of Disturbance, and Compliance Content as the pre-
dictor variables and the overall assertion rating as the criterion
(Table 3). Finally, Pearson pro duct -moment correlation coefficients
were computed among all self-report measures. The resulting correlation
coefficients were as follows: r^
y
=
.48, p_ < .001;
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION I
The major hypothesis was that Mach would be a better predictor
of behavioral assertion than the self-report measure of behavioral asser
tion (Conflict Resolution Inventory, CRI). More specifically, it was
thought that high Machs would behave more assertively than low Machs,
but that high scorers on the CRI would not be more behavi orally asser-
tive than low scorers. Although self-reported assertion predictably
failed to be correlated with any of the indicators of behavioral asser-
tion, Mach, contrary to the experimental hypothesis, was also unsuccess-
ful. There are several possible explanations for this unexpected
finding. First, the hypothesized relationship between Mach and behav-
ioral assertion may be invalid. However, in light of all the research
suggesting otherwise (Christie & Geis, 1970; Lake, 1967; Exline,
Thibaut, Hickey, & Gumpert, 1970; Geis, 1970; Kiecolt & McGrath, 1979;
Bruch, in press, Fiedler & Beach, 1978), this explanation is unlikely.
A more plausible hypothesis is to attribute the Mach variable's
apparent inability to predict assertive behavior to a fault in the ex-
perimental design. Clearly, past research has shown that Mach can pre-
dict some overt behavior (Christie & Geis, 1970), including behavior
under stressful interpersonal circumstances where one is forced to
defend an uncomfortable position (not unlike situations requiring
assertive behavior); Geis and Moon (in press) found that, when con-
fronted by an angry confederate whose money had been stolen, high Machs
lied more convincingly than low Machs. In Geis and Moon (in press), the
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experimental situation was constructed in a fashion such that all sub-
jects personally made the decision to lie, thinking at the time of the
lie that no one knew of their deception. Perhaps the problem with the
present study, where role-plays were used to approximate behavior under
real situations, is found in its perceived artificiality and consequent
insufficient subject involvement; subjects may never have gotten beyond
the play-acting. Although precautions were taken to personally involve
subjects in the role-plays as much as possible (extended role-plays,
rather than single response role-plays, were conducted, and they were
conducted with another person, and not with pre-recorded stimulus
tapes), there may not have been any real sense of being "put on the
line," as there was in the Geis and Moon study. Given these circum-
stances, some low Machs who value appearing to be appropriate, and
therefore assertive in the experimental situation, may have behaved
very assertively in the role-plays. Conversely, some high Machs, among
whose chief values is expediency, may simply, and appropriately, have
deemed it more expedient to go along with the confederate/experimenter
than to put up a fight where there was no element of personal need or
gain. Additionally, the multiple roles enacted by the experimenter
(friend, professor and parent) probably accentuated the artificiality
of the role-play scenarios, making it even more difficult for subjects
to take the acting seriously. In fact, a number of subjects commented
that they "would never have said that to my professor", and "That's not
what my mother would have said." Although subjects were specifically
instructed to act as though they were actually experiencing the events
described in the scenes, various factors in the experimental situation
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probably made total immersion in the experimental roles difficult.
The role-plays of the Extended Interaction Test (EIT) were devel-
oped as a behavioral measure of assertion whose purpose was to detect
pre- and post-assertion training differences (see Galassi et al
. , 1973)
Although it may be effective in serving the purposes for which it was
designed, i.e., to assess gains in appropriate assertive responding,
the EIT (or any role-play measure) may not be sufficiently life-like to
test for Mach effects, which by their very nature, will not emerge un-
less participants believe the circumstances really involve actual per-
sonal gain/loss or risk. Unfortunately, more realistic behavioral
measures of assertion do not exist; the EIT was specifically chosen for
use in this study because it seemed, by virtue of its format, to have
the greatest chance of eliciting maximal subject involvement. At the
present time, it may well be the case that no laboratory measures of
behavioral assertion are capable of assessing the effects of Mach on
in vivo behavioral assertion.
In light of the subjects' hypothesized inability to get sufficient
ly involved in the role-plays, it is not surprising that all other ex-
perimental hypotheses regarding Mach's ability to predict behavioral
assertion were also not supported. Thus, the anticipated effect of
varying confederate persistence on high and low Machs' levels of behav-
ioral assertion (i.e., that high Machs would be unaffected while low
Machs would be less assertive given greater persistence) was not sig-
nificant. Although the Mach by persistence interaction yielded no sig-
nificant results on any of the rated facets of behavioral assertion,
there were some trends in the expected directions; there were near-
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significant interactions between high and low Machs 1 levels of com-
pliance content CF(1,79) = 3.69, p_ = .0583 and assertion content
CF(1 ,79) = 3.51, p_ = .06] as a function of persistence.
The prediction that high Machs would score lower on the social
desirability variable and evince more assertive behaviors than low Machs
received partial support. There was a significant negative correlation
between Mach and social desirability scores (r =
-.25, p_ < .05); how-
ever, high Machs did not behave more assertively on the role-plays.
Interestingly, social desirability was also unrelated to behavioral
assertion (with the single exception of loudness). These results con-
tradict Kiecolt and McGrath's (1979) finding that high social desir-
ability scorers "performed significantly more poorly than low scorers
on the behavioral assertion content measure" (Kiecolt & McGrath, 1979,
p. 641). However, it must be recalled that the present study and the
earlier one used different measures of behavioral assertion (although
both used the Marl owe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale). While subjects
in Kiecolt and McGrath's study role-played eight pre-recorded phone
calls, subjects in the present study interacted with live persons on
four different types of interpersonal interactions. Perhaps social
desirability effects were more evident in the earlier study because
speaking to pre-recorded messages on the phone involved some demand
characteristics, conducive to social desirability effects, which were
not present in the live confrontations of the Extended Interaction Test
role-plays used in this study.
Kiecolt and McGrath ( 1979) also found that scores on social desir-
ability were predictive of scores on self-reported assertion; those
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scoring high on the former, scored high on the latter. The present
study, again, found conflicting results, and again, used a different
measure to assess assertion; Kiecolt and McGrath used the Assertion
Inventory (Gambrill & Richey, 1975 ) while the present study used the
Conflict Resolution Inventory (McFall & Lillesand, 1971). Although
both tests are designed to measure the same construct, i.e., assertion,
it is possible that the two measures are nonetheless not comparable
since contradictory results were obtained from them. The confusion
seems to stem, not from questionable validity or reliability of the
tests themselves, but rather from the different assumptions about
assertion that underly each of the tests. For instance, a major divi-
sion in the field centers around the issue of whether asserti veness is
limited to negative assertion (the ability to stand up for one's rights)
or also includes the appropriate expression of positive feelings such
as praise and appreciation (positive assertion). Thus, some behavioral
and self-report measures assess only negative assertion, while others
assess both the positive and negative aspects. Both the Extended
Interaction Test and the Conflict Resolution Inventory (the behavioral
and self-report measures used in this study, respectively) are of the
former variety, while the assertion instruments used by Kiecolt and
McGrath also included positive components of assertion. Perhaps,
greater congruence would have resulted had the same tests been employed.
Clearly, the term "assertion" needs to be operati onal ized consistently,
or at least comparably, to allow for more comparability across studies.
Replicating findings reported by others (Eisler, Hersen, Miller, &
Blanchard, 1975 ; Fiedler & Beach, 1978; Hess, Bridgewater, Bornstein, &
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Sweeney, 1980), the results showed significant main effects of role-play
scene for eye contact [F (3,237) = 8.28, p_ < .0000], Subjective Units of
Disturbance [F (3,237) = 3.71, p_ = .01], Assertion Content CF (3,237) =
17.08, p_ < .0000]. Moreover, Eisler, Hersen, Miller and Blanchard (1975)
have shown that there may be significant scene-subject interactions in-
dicating that assertiveness is situation-specific and not a constant
trait as many have believed. Thus, someone who is assertive in one
interpersonal context may not be assertive in another slightly different
one. Hence, one would respond differently if an elderly woman cut ahead
of them into line than if a small child had done so; the former might
be tolerated and the latter, scolded. Some research findings on the
way situational factors affect behavior and interact with subject vari-
ables are as follows:
(1) Sex of the other person; Eisler, Hersen, Miller and Blanchard
(1975) found significant main effects of sex of the other
person on a variety of behavioral components of both positive
and negative assertion. Their results indicate that men (only
male subjects were used) are generally more assertive with
women than with other men; they are more likely to stand up
for their rights with women (negative assertion) as well as
express praise or appreciation to women (positive assertion).
(2) Sex of the actor; Using the Bern Sex Role Inventory, Hess,
Bridgewater, Bornstein and Sweeney (1980) found significant
main effects on the Masculine Score (indicating that mas-
culine characteristics are attributed to actors in negative
assertion situations) and also on the Feminine Score (indi-
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eating that feminine characteristics are attributed to actors
in positive assertion situations). Assuming that most people
try to act in sex appropriate ways, the sex of the actor may
predispose him/her to behave assertively or not, depending on
whether the circumstances call for positive or negative asser
tion. Thus, women may be comfortable in praising others,
while uncomfortable in standing up for their rights because
the former behavior is sex appropriate, while the latter be-
havior is not. Conversely, men may be more inclined to stand
up for their rights than to express positive emotions because
the former signifies manliness while the latter implies weak-
ness. Indeed, research seems to support this formulation;
Warren and Gilner (1978) found that men express tender
feelings less frequently and with less facility than do women
(3) Perceived consequences of being assertive; Research indicates
that the decision to be assertive (as measured by Behavioral
Intent; Fishbein and Azjen, 1975) hinges on one's assessment
of whether good or bad consequences will result (as measured
by subjective Expected Utility; Edwards, 1954); Fiedler and
Beach (1978) report a significant main effect of Behavioral
Intent on Subjective Expected Utility [F (2,94) =9.6,
p_ < .01]. Their results also suggest that perceived con-
sequences are more predictive of behavior than are standard
measures of assertion and anxiety; although subjects' Sub-
jective Expected Utility scores were predictive of Behavioral
Intent (which has been highly correlated to actual behavior
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in a variety of situations; reviewed in Fishbein and Azjen,
1975), neither self-reported assertion nor anxiety were sig-
nificantly related to Behavioral Intent. Thus, a person may
score highly on existing tests of assertion, but may not be
assertive if s/he anticipates negative results (Fiedler &
Beach, 1978).
Although these studies document, and shed some light on, the
situation-specific nature of assertion, they do not clarify the differ-
ences found among the four role-play scenes used in this study; highly
significant main effects of scene were found for the majority of depen-
dent variables (Table 3). Warren and Gilner (1978) have suggested that
some of the most salient situational determinants of behavior may in-
clude familiarity (friend, acquaintance or stranger), sex, age (older,
younger, or peer), authority relationship (authority, subordinate or
peer) and content (positive or negative). Each of the four scenes of
the Extended Interaction Test embodied different combinations of each
of these categories; e.g., the Mother/Father Wants You Home Scene in-
volved a familiar person of the same sex who is older, an authority
figure and engage in negative content. Further research is warranted
to clarify how these various factors interact to produce assertive or
nonassertive behavior.
Borden's study on the effect of observers on the administration of
shock-aggression (Hess, Bridgewater, Bornstein & Sweeney, 1980), pro-
vides a clue. When subjects had no information about the observers
other than their gender, the amount of aggression varied according to
the sex of the observer. When the observers were further identified as
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belonging to either a pacifistic or aggressive organization, aggression
became a function of this new "second-order" information. These results
suggest that, in any situation, circumstances are arranged in a power
hierarchy based on ability to influence behavior; experimentally
limited to only two members, the hierarchy derived from Borden's sample
was structured with sex of observer being less powerful an elicitor
than organizational identification.
Although the criteria by which some factors gain ascendency, is
unknown, it is clear that the more information is given about a situ-
ation, the more difficult it would be to identify the primary deter-
minant of responses to it. Consequently, which components of the highly
detailed scene descriptions provided for each role-play resulted in the
variance among the four scenes is indeterminate in the present study.
Although these scenarios were purposely designed to be detailed, so as
to give the clearest picture possible and thereby encourage subjects to
immerse themselves more easily into their roles, this very wealth of
detail makes it impossible to isolate the factor or factors subjects
are responding to; unfortunately, the scenes for the Extended Inter-
action Test were constructed without any attempts to control situational
components nor to standardize these components across scenes. Due to
this oversight, the impact of "second-order" information present in each
scene, while clearly quite large (Table 3), cannot be attributed to any
specifiable "second-order" scene component.
Since subjects' behavior varied so much from scene to scene, the
issue of whether results should be interpreted in terms of individual
differences in level of assertion, must be considered. Some subjects
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may have complied, not because they were characterologically unassertive,
but because demand characteristics in particular scenes made them decide
not to resist. For example, a number of subjects who initially behaved
assertively in the "Mooching Scene" complied because they considered
25* too small a sum to risk alienating a friend. Fiedler and Beach's
(1978) finding, that the decision to be assertive rests largely on the
perceived consequences of behaving assertively, supports the influence
of interpersonal contextual variables on levels of observed assertion.
Therefore, in the effort to understand and predict behavioral assertion,
the most constructive direction to follow may be to stop thinking of
assertion as a personal characteristic and instead, concentrate on de-
fining the situational factors which elicit or inhibit its occurrence.
Despite the confusion caused by scene differences, some interesting
effects did emerge. Among them was the effect of persistence in deter-
mining the outcomes of the role-plays, i.e., whether subjects were per-
suaded to veer from their positions or not; there were significant main
effects of persistence on compliance content [F ( 1,79) = 10.86, p_ < .001]
and assertion content [F (1,79) = 9.52, p_ < .001]. Obviously, a key
factor in getting one's way is tenacity, whether the goal is to per-
suade someone to do something for you or to dissuade someone from ask-
ing you to do something for them.
On the practical level, the power of persistence presents a strong
argument for the use of extended interaction role-plays (e.g., Galassi,
1973) over single-response role-plays (e.g., Eisler, Miller and Hersen,
1973). Often, judgements about how assertively people behave in their
lives are based on scores from the latter type of situation. Although
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these scores from single-response role-plays provide accurate assess-
ments of knowledge of assertive behavior, they may not predict actual
behavior because the role-plays are so unreal isti cal ly short; almost
real
-life interpersonal interactions are limited to one line. Since
most conversations tend to be, so to speak, extended interaction, the
ability to withstand persistent pressure must be accounted for in any
assessment of behavioral assertion, particularly in light of this
study's finding that longer interactions yield greater compliance and
less assertion content. Therefore, some people who score highly on
single-response role-plays, because they know how to respond asset- I
tively, may not behave assertively in real life pressure situations
with persistent others. The implications of such misclassi fications
,
for both research and training programs, are clear; in the former, the
external validity of the results would be limited, while participants
in the latter may not get the type of training they need. Although
existing extended role-plays are not without problems, (e.g., not
sufficiently involving) and are inconvenient to administer and score,
they may provide more accurate samples of participants behavior because
they are topographically closer approximations of real-life encounters.
With brief role-plays, the ability to withstand social pressure, a key
factor in behavioral assertion, would go undetected.
The impact of persistence on compliance content and assertion con-
tent (i.e., what was said and whether subjects gave in or not) was sig-
nificant for both sexes. However, women exhibited decreased assertion
on nonverbal dimensions as well. The results showed a significant sex
by persistence interaction on eye contact TF 1,79) = 5.17, p_ < .05].
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Women looked at confederates more than men under low pressure but 1
than men under high pressure (Figure 2). The persistence level of the
confederates made a significant difference in the amount of eye contact
of female subjects (significant by Bonferroni T test, p_ < .05) but had
no effect on the eye contact of male subjects.
MacDonald and Tyson (1980) have found that although there are no
sex differences on objective levels of assertive behavior, both men and
women perceived women as less assertive than men. The results from the
three-way ANOVAs in the present study supports their finding: both men
and women raters perceived female subjects as less assertive than male
subjects, although they did not find any sex differences on any of the
more objective indicators of behavioral assertion, i.e., only the highly
subjective overall asserti veness category resulted in a significant sex
difference, as shown in Figure 3. If behavioral assertion were to be
assessed by the occurrence or nonoccurrence of actual behaviors, one
would conclude that women are just as assertive as men. If, however,
like Eisler, Miller and Hersen (1973), on construed behavioral asser-
tion in terms of observer-rated, impression-based global judgements,
the conclusion would be that women are less assertive than men. Al-
though the obvious response to the objective vs. subjective dilemma
would be to trust objectivity, it must be recalled that people's be-
haviors are naturally influenced by feedback received from others' per-
ceptions of their actions. Thus, although women can behave as asser-
tively as men (as MacDonald and Tyson and this study show), if others
perceive their actions as unassertive and respond to them as though
they had acted unasserti vely , e.g., ignoring a woman's refusal of an
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Figure 2. Eye contact of male and female subjects under long and short
persistence conditions.
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Figure 3. Overall asserti veness of male and female subjects.
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unreasonable request, then the assertive behaviors would tend to ex-
tinguish for lack of positive reinforcement (i.e., having successfully
gotten the other person to withdraw the unreasonable request). Hence,
in other situations requiring assertion, women may not behave as asser-
tively and the decreased level of assertion would have been function-
ally related to others' perceptions of their behavior. Since these
influential interpersonal feedback are based on perceived reality and
not reality itself, the best estimate of in vivo assertion may lie in
raters* impression (assuming that the raters' reactions to subjects'
behavior are representative of those encountered in daily life).
The efficacy of the overall asserti veness measure is borne out by
the correlational data which suggests that all the other assertion cate-
gories are simply measuring different aspects of the larger one, overall
asserti veness; almost all of the other components of behavioral asser-
tion were significantly correlated with the overall asserti veness mea-
sure (with the single exception of content requesting new behavior), but
generally, not with each other (Table 3). Intercorrelations occurred
between loudness and affect (r = .57, p_ < .001) and compliance content
and content requesting new behavior (r = -.40, p_ < .001). However, when
these exceptions are understood in their proper context, they also sup-
port the use of the overall asserti veness measure as the most accurate
index of behavioral assertion.
The intercorrelation between compliance content and content re-
questing new behavior can be attributed to the relatedness of their
scoring systems which make the latter largely contingent on the former;
since content requesting new behavior "required more than mere non-
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compliance" (Eisler, Miller & Hersen, 1973, p. 298), the implication is
that noncompliance is a prerequisite. Indeed, many noncompliant sub-
jects did request new behavior from the confederates. However, the
correlation is not perfect because these two categories were not scored
on a contingency basis, since some compliant subjects also requested
new behavior. The multiple-regression analysis used concealed the re-
lationship between overall asserti veness and content requesting new
behavior (r = .10, n.s.) because all the shared variability was accoun-
ted for by compliance content and overall asserti veness (r =
-.24,
p_ = .02). This explanation for the nonsignificant relationship between
overall asserti veness and content requesting new behavior is supported
by the fact that content requesting new behavior is not related to
anything except compliance content.
The intercorrelation between loudness and affect is logical simply
on an intuitive level since excited, aroused people tend to speak loud-
ly. Loudness of speech is so often an outward manifestation of affect
that the absence of this relationship would have been difficult to
understand. Yet, despite their similarity, loudness and affect are
different enough so that both are independently related to overall
asserti veness (but not to any other component of assertion). Some be-
havioral cues pertain only to loudness, some only to affect and some to
both loudness and affect. Since affect refers very broadly to "the con
scious, subjective aspect of an emotion" (Webster, 1970), while loud-
ness is primarily associated only with heightened affect, i.e., excited
ness, an intermediate category, possibly called "agitation", may also
need to be considered. The appropriateness of "agitation" as an
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indicator of assertion is supported by Eisler et al.'s ( 1975) finding
that high assertive subjects manifested more speech disturbances than
low assertive subjects. Since affect is such a broad category, its
further delineation (by adding another sub-category like agitation)
would not only serve to increase clarity of the assertion construct, but
also help to standardize rating procedures for Affect; currently,
scoring affect requires individual experimenters to make many subjec-
tive decisions about the various behavioral cues denoting appropriate
affect. As the components of affect are more clearly defined, behav-
ioral ratings of affect will become more comparable across studies, as
there will be less variability in defining the paramenters of affect.
Although loudness and affect need refining with more categorical
distinctions, compliance content and content requesting new behavior
need merging since both seem to measure the same thing. Indeed, the
results indicate that both could be subsumed under the general measure
of assertion content (Galassi, 1973). Assertion content is signifi-
cantly related to compliance content (r = -.37, p_ < .001) and presum-
ably to content requesting new behavior (although the relationship was
predictably masked by the high degree of intercorrelation between com-
pliance content and content requesting new behavior). In turn, asser-
tion content is highly predictive of verbal asserti veness , moreso than
any other component of behavioral assertion; according to the step-wise
correlations, assertion content was more highly correlated with overall
assertiveness than was any other dependent variable (r = .50,
p_ < .001). The two intercorrelated content measures assess a part of
the larger assertion content measure (which also accounts for other,
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yet undefined aspects of assertion content), which is itself, only a
part, albeit a large part, of the complex of behaviors which comprise
overall asserti veness
.
When the components of behavioral assertion are
dichotomized into verbal and nonverbal factors, the assertion content
measure seems to account for all that was actually said (significant
correlations with compliance content and content requesting new behavior,
which were, in turn, only related to assertion content, overall asser-
ti veness and each other), but not how it was said (nonsignificant cor-
relations with loudness, affect, and eye contact). The hierarchy of
components of behavioral/overall asserti veness (assuming that overall
assertiveness is behavioral assertiveness) is shown in Figure 4. The
results of the step-wise correlations support the proposed network
structure of behavioral assertion and the positions of the various com-
ponents within the structural hierarchy.
One of the most disturbing problems in the assertion field is that
so little is known about behavioral assertion; what it is and how to
measure it. Clearly, self-report measures are unreliable predictors of
behavior and the existing behavioral measures of assertion are also
less than perfect. To complicate matters, assertion itself is contro-
versially defined such that the different tests of assertion seem to be
measuring different things. Issues such as whether assertion should
include positive and negative expression or simply the latter, whether
assertion is a personality characteristic or situation specific, must
be resolved. The fact that discrepancies occur on such basic issues is
not surprising since the field itself is only a bit over 20 years old.
However, until some of the aforementioned issues are negotiated, any
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Figure 4. Hypothesized hierarchy of components of behavioral assertion.
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efforts to integrate assertion with other psychological phenomena (e.g.,
personality variables like Mach) may be premature.
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APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTER'S SCRIPT
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Experimenter's Explanation to the_ Participants
The purpose of this study is to look at self-expression in social
situations. Generally speaking, self-expression in social situations
refers to the sharing of your thoughts and/or feelings with other per-
sons. These communications can be as positive in nature as telling
someone that you think they've done a great job on something or as nega-
tive as telling them that they make you angry and frustrated. You can
express your feelings in either a public or private manner. For example
you can "shout in anger" or "whisper endearments". In this experiment,
we're looking at the different styles used in self-expression; more
specifically, styles of self-expression in stressful social situations.
For instance, suppose your good friend, who has a tendency to be ir-
responsible when drunk, asks to borrow your car so that s/he can take
some visiting friends "out on the town". You don't want to offend her/
him, but you have some doubts. How would you handle it? (short pause)
Everyone has their personal way of coping, one that is most comfortable
for them. There are no right or wrong ways to express oneself; each
person responds in a way that is right for them. The purpose of this
study is to explore the various ways in which people do_ cope with these
stressful social situations. As a participant, you will be asked to
fulfill both a written and an interactional component of the experiment.
For the written part, you'll be asked to take a battery of three self-
report tests. Instructions are on each test but they will be explained
in detail when you are given the test packet. The interactional por-
tion of the experiment entails role-playing several interpersonal situ-
ations. You will be asked to enact a series of vignettes in which you
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will be role-playing a social situation with In order to
investigate styles of self-expression in such circumstances, we will be
videotaping your interaction with
. Please don't let the
equipment bother you. Try to act as naturally as possible; imagine
that you are really in the situation described and react as you normally
would. If you wish, you may view the tape and have it erased if you
don't want it to be seen. However, we would really appreciate it if
you would let us use your tape; it will be viewed only by research per-
sonnel and used only for research purposes. You will never be identi-
fied by name and all steps to insure confidentiality will be taken.
Also, it will be erased after the data analysis. Do either of you have
any questions so far? (hand out consent forms) If not, please read
these consent forms carefully and sign them if you would like to par-
ticipate in this study, (collect consents) One of you will take the
written part first and the interactional part second. The order will be
reversed for the other person. Why don't you come with me to take the
written part first (indicate one participant; the other participant will
stay to do the role-plays with the other experimenter).
Experimenter's Instructions for the Written Part
Alright, why don't you sit here. These are the tests which you
will be taking today. I'd like to go through the instructions with you
once, just to make sure that there aren't any confusions as to what goes
where. (Read the instructions for each test, verbatim, and walk through
one item with them.) In filling out these tests, I want you to think
very carefully on what each item is saying before you answer it. It's
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very important that you understand what you're being asked so that you
can answer these as honestly as you can. Also, be sure to answer each
question; don't leave any blanks. Have you any questions now? (pause
to answer them) If you do have any questions at any point, I'll be
right outside operating the video equipment. Finally, there are maga-
zines here if you should finish before I come to get you for the role-
plays. In any case, wait here until I come for you. Why don't you
start.
Experimenter's Instructions for the Role-Plays
Alright, why don't you sit in this chair. (Seat the subject in
the chair facing the camera if s/he isn't there already; experimenter
sits in the chair facing the subject.) Here's the procedure that we'll
be following. We're going to enact eight role-plays. I will first
read you the narrative which describes the situation leading up to our
interaction, i.e., describing your role and mine, in relation to each
other. (Hand subjects the sheet of narratives to read along.) I want
you to read along with me as I read to you. Then, I'll answer any
questions you have about the scene, just clarifying who we are and what
we're doing. After all your questions have been addressed, I wi 11 read
the narrative again and we'll enact the scene. will be
operating the camera and s/he' 11 be taping us when we do the actual
role-play. The most important thing is to understand the situation
you're being presented with and to imagine that the predicament described
in the narrative is really happening to you now. Try to see me as the
character I'm portraying. Then respond to me naturally, as you normally
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would toward such a person given such a situation. Have you any ques-
tions so far? Why don't we go through a sample role-play so that you
can get a better sense of what we'll be doing. (Do the sample role-
play, making sure that the subject is perfectly clear on the procedures)
Sample Role-Play Narrative
It's 5:00 and you've just pulled into your driveway when you notice
your neighbor's dog starting to dig another hole in your yard. Your
neighbor is a really nice wo/man but s/he seems to have no control over
his/her dog. You've spoken to him/her more than once already about this
problem and you're feeling pretty frustrated. Your neighbor has just
stepped outside and waves to you. This is your chance to speak. (Ex-
perimenters can ad lib their lines for the example.)
Now, at the end of each role-play, I want you to rate how comfor-
table you felt in the situation that was just enacted. Here's how it
works. Think of the time or times in your life when you have been most
relaxed. Assign to this the number 0. Now, think of time or times in
your life when you have been most nervous. Call this 100. Now you have
a scale from 0 to 100 on which you can rate how relaxed or anxious you
are at any given moment. Low ratings on this scale indicate relatively
more feelings of relaxation. High ratings indicate relatively greater
anxiety or tension. On this scale, rate yourself at your most anxious
moment during the preceding role-play. You'll be asked to rate your-
self after each scene. (Hand subject the scale and pause to let them
look at it.) Your rating should reflect your level of anxiety at your
"peak" moment, that is, how anxious were you when you were at your most
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anxious during the role-play. Try to be as accurate as possible in
these assessments of your feelings. Have you any questions? Then, I'll
read you the first narrative.
Role-Play Feedback Instructions
(When both subjects have completed both parts of the experiment,
bring them together again and hand them each a role-play feedback form.)
Now, I'd like you to look over this form and fill it out. This
form is designed to assess your level of involvement in the role-plays,
that is, how effective they were in gauging your true behaviors. Please
answer them as carefully and truthfully as you can.
Experimenter's Instructions for Debriefing and Peer Ratings
(Collect the role-play feedback forms and hand out the debriefing
fo rms
.
)
This is the Debriefing Form and it will explain more about this
experiment. I'd like to read it to you and have you read along with me.
(Read the debriefing form verbatim, and hand out the address list.)
We are also interested in whether other people see you the same way
you see yourself. By the same token, how do other people's perceptions
of you differ from the way you actually behave, that is, as your behav-
ior is measured by the role-plays. In order to study this relationship,
I'd like you to give these forms to three of your friends or other
people who know you well. These peer-ratings will give us an indication
of how others see you. They will be compared to your self-reported
level of assertion (Response Inventory C) and your behavioral level of
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assertion (the role-plays). Have them fill out this scale and deposit
it into any mailbox on campus into the slot marked CAMPUS MAIL. These
do not have to be stamped if sent through campus mail. We would really
appreciate it if you would urge your friends to complete this form and
mail it in at their earliest convenience. Thank you so much for your
patience and cooperation.
(Fill out the credit forms and thank them for coming.)
APPENDIX B
RATINGS FOR ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOR
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^ING INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSERTIVE CONTENT IN THE STUDY SCENE
You will score a total of seven possible statements by the stu-
dents. These will begin with the student's opening line and end with
the student's response to the following line by the con federate-
-"How
about just going down to the Lair with me for a few minutes then?"
(See attached sheet)
Each student statement will receive a score from 0 to 4.
4
.
Unqualified or direct asserti veness
Score the following statements 4:
a. Any statement which directly tells the person that he has to
1 ea ve
.
You'll have to go now; or You'll have to leave; or I want you
to leave.
b. Any statement such as the above plus any factual statement.
You have to leave plus:
I have a(n) (difficult, important, final) exam.
I have to study.
You've been here a long time.
or consult attached sheet.
c. I'm sorry (figure of speech) but you'll have to go now.
3. Qualified asserti veness
Score the following statements 3:
a. Any statement which asks a person to leave in a round about
way.
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e.g. You could come back tomorrow.
Why don't you come back tomorrow? (without excuses)
Couldn't you come back tomorrow?
Please come back tomorrow, I have to study,
b. Any statements which directly ask the person to leave but in-
clude some apology or excuse.
e.g. You'll have to leave now, I'm going to study. "I know
it's really not polite but I'm afraid it's necessary."
Would you please leave, if I don't study for this exam
"I'll probably get an £ in the course."
You'll have to leave. "You wouldn't want me to flunk
this exam would you?"
2
.
Implied asserti veness
Score the following statements 2:
a. Statements which never really ask the person but which imply
that he should leave— but never says leave or go .
e.g. You know this is a really important test.
I sure have a lot of studying to do tonight.
Why don't you visit Jane?
Why don't you go to the movies?
Why don't you take the album to your room?
I don't mean to be unfriendly, but I have a lot of
studying to do.
It's been great talking to you. We should do this again
sometime.
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b. Statements which are just a fact.
c. Statements which are just an excuse
L Irrelevant responses or incomplete response
Score the following statements 1:
a. Any statement which is unrelated to the entire sequence or to
the confederate's preceeding comment.
e.g. Yes, but do you have a car?
Yes, but what are you doing this summer?
0. No response
Score 0 for a response if the student says nothing to the confederate
line.
0. For the scene
Score 0 for the whole scene (regardless of scores the student might
have received) if:
a. student says nothing for entire scene, or
b. student gives in and allows confederate to remain in room or
leaves the room himself and goes to the Lair with confederate.
Once a student has made a 3 or 4 level response, the subsequent re-
sponses should be scored on their level unless he:
(1) makes excuses in succeeding responses
(2) makes an irrelevant response
(3) makes no response or gives in.
If the student attains a 3 or 4 level response and then makes excuses
in the succeeding response, drop the level of the succeeding response
by one point- -e.g. a 4 becomes a 3
a 3 becomes a 2.
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Always refer back to the student's highest response and drop it from
there. Thus, a student makes a 4 response. His next response con-
sists of an excuse. It should be scored a 3. His next response also
consists of one or more excuses. It remains at 3 also. (You don't
drop it to a 2. )
An irrelevant response should always receive a score of 1. No response
is always 0.
Never drop a response below a two unless it is either irrelevant or
nonexistent.
Score the following examples
Score A.
2 I really have a 1 ot of studying to do.
2 No, I really have to study.
4 You'll have to leave now, I really must study.
3 Please don't make me feel guilty. You have to go.
4 This is a very important test.
4 I do have to study.
_4 Why don't you come back tomorrow?
23 Total
Score
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
14 Total
Score
4
3
4
3
0
4
0
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B.
Don't you think you ought to go see Ray? I have a lot of
work
.
I really have to study. This is an important test.
No, I have to study now.
Couldn't you take it with you?
No, this is an important test.
Well, I'll take a shower and then I'll relax.
Why don't you go to the Lair. I have to study.
C.
Would you mind leaving, I have an important test tomorrow.
Well, this test will determine whether I pass the course
or not.
No, this is really important.
Do you want me to flunk the test?
That won ' t happen
.
Well, maybe for just a few minutes, then you'll have to
leave.
0 Total
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RAT I NG INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSERTIVE CONTENT IN_ THE
PARENTS WANT TO VISIT SCENE
You will score a total of six possible statements. These will
begin with the student's response to the confederate's opening line and
end with the student's response to the confederate's statement "we ex-
pect to see you Friday."
4. Unqualified or direct asserti veness
a. Any statement in which the student says he is going away to
Pennsyl vania.
e.g. I'm not going to be here. I'm going to Pennsylvania.
Don't come. I won't be here.
I'm going away this weekend.
b. Any of the above plus any of the following facts:
I already have plans for the weekend.
I have plans with a friend.
Your note came too late.
I am looking forward to the plans I have.
I want to go to Pennsylvania.
3. Qualified asserti veness
a. Any of the above plus excuses or apologies.
e.g. I'm not going to be here. It's a shame you didn't tell
me about your plans earlier .
b. Any fact or facts without excuses,
e.g. I don't think I'll be here.
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I was going to Pennsylvania.
I have to go to Pennsylvania.
2. Implied asserti veness
a. Statements in which he never says he is not going to be there,
apologies or excuses
e.g. Couldn't you come next week?
I have alot of tests to study for this week.
This is a bad weekend.
I really want to see you.
This is the first time I'm going there.
b. Facts plus excuses or apologies.
e.g. I'm busy this weekend. Why don't you come next
weekend?
1. Irrelevant or incomplete response
Score 1 if comment is unrelated to the entire sequence or the con-
federate's preceding comment, or if it is an incomplete response.
0. No response
Score 0 for a response if the student says nothing to the confederate's
line.
0. For the scene
Score 0 for the scene if the student agrees to change plans.
** Scoring responses subsequent to a 3 or 4 response
The same rules about maintaining or dropping a response that were used
in scoring previous scenes will be used here.
Score
3
3
2
3
3
3
17 Total
Score
4
3
4
4
3
0
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Score the following examples
A.
Mother, I already have plans for this weekend.
I would like to go to Pennsylvania.
This will be the first time.
Well, I have my own life to lead.
I am happy about it, but I'm going to Pennsylvania.
Sorry.
B.
Well, I'm not going to be here.
That's a shame we won't be able to get together.
Yes, I realize that.
I know.
But it would be unfair to break my plans at this time.
O.K., I'll be here.
0 Total
Well, I was going to go to Pennsylvania this weekend.
You're note came too late.
I'm afraid I've already made plans.
Tell him to take off another weekend. I'm going to
Pennsyl vani a.
But I need to get away.
I don't think I'll be here.
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RATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSERTIVF mNTFNT tn thf CLEANERS SCENE
You will score a total of five possible statements. These will
begin with the student's initial statement and end with his response to
"why don't you look through your closet again, I'm sure you'll find
something. "
4- Unqualified or direct asserti veness
a. Any statement in which the student asks the friend to go to
the cleaners.
e.g. Would you mind picking something up for me at the
cleaners?
I'd like you to run an errand for me and pick up a suit
at the cleaners.
b. Any of the above plus any of the following facts:
You have a very important engagement.
You don't have enough time to get showered and dressed and
also go to the cleaners.
Your suit is at the cleaners.
You have nothing else to wear.
The cleaners is a 15 minute walk away.
3. Qualified asserti veness
a. 4a or 4b plus excuses.
b. I'd like you to do a favor for me. (alone)
I'd like you to do an errand for me. (alone)
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**c. If they begin with either would you do a favor for me or I'd
like you to do a favor for me followed by a pause and then
followed by 4a or 4b, score a 3.
e.g. Do you think you might be able to go to the cleaners?
I was wondering if you might go to the cleaners.
2
.
Implied asserti veness
a. Statement which never directly asks the person to go to the
cleaners. Just facts are scored 2 if not yet at a higher
rating.
b. 3b pi us excuses
.
c. Just excuses, apologies or begging
.
Excuse: Yes, I've always been that way— I'm clothes conscious
Ask "who to ask."
d. Would you run an errand for me?
I need someone to go to the cleaners for me.
Are you busy?
Do you think you might be able to do a favor for me?
I was wondering if you might run an errand for me?
1. Irrelevant or incomplete response
Score 1 if comment is unrelated to the entire sequence or the con-
federate's preceding comment or if it is an incomplete response, or an
irrelevant question.
e.g. What do you have to do?
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0. No response
Score 0 for a response if the student says nothing to the confederate's
line.
0. For the scene
Score 0 for the scene if the student doesn't get the confederate to go
to the cleaners, or agrees to ask someone else.
** Scoring responses subsequent to a 3 or 4 response
The same rules about maintaining or dropping a response that were used
in scoring previous scenes will be used here. In addition, excessive
begging (exaggerated please) should be dropped 1 from a previous 3 or 4
level
.
Score the following examples
Score A.
2 Would you mind doing a favor for me?
2 Well, I have an important dinner engagement and I don't
have time to get ready and also pick up my suit.
2 No, I don't.
3 I don't think I'm clothes conscious. Look, do you think
you could pick up the suit for me?
4 No, I've already looked twice. How about going to the
cleaners for me? It won't take long.
13 Total
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Score
2
2
2
2
2
10 Total
Score
4
3
3
4
0
B.
I have a problem, I have an important dinner engagement and
my suit is at the cleaners and I don't have time to pick
it up. I need someone to pick it up for me.
Who would you suggest?
No, this is my only suit.
This is the only thing that is appropriate for the occasion.
Please do it for me.
C.
Would you pick up a suit at the cleaners for me. I have an
important dinner engagement tonight and I forgot it was
there.
Who would you suggest?
No, I don't. You have to help me out this one time.
It's not that. I just need that suit.
Well, all right. Maybe I can find something but I doubt it.
0 Total
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RATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSERTIVE CONTENT IN THF
RESCHEDULING EXAM SCENE
You will score a total of sjix possible statements. These will
begin with the student's initial statement and end with his response to
"how about the day before the exam..."
4. Unqualified or direct asserti veness
a. Any statement in which the student indicates that he wants the
previous arrangement.
e.g. I want to take the exam as we arranged.
I think I'm entitled to take the exam as we arranged.
I want to take it two days before as we planned.
b. 4a pi us facts
.
e.g. Conflict between two exams on same day.
Made special arrangement to take exam two days early.
Week before exam and professor calls off the special
arran gements.
3. Qualified asserti veness
a. Statement in which student asks to arrange an alternate day or
time convenient for himself and/or expresses fact that he feels
the professor is unfair for changing the arrangement.
Can we make it for another day? (without excuses)
b. I think it's unfair for you to change the time at this late
date.
c. Any 4 with excuses, apologies, begging.
d. I'm wondering if followed by 4a.
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2
• Implied asserti veness
a. Statement in which student never really says he wants to take
the exam two days early.
e.g. Can you tell me why you called off the special arrange-
ment?
Don't you think it's unfair to change at this late date?
Don't you think I should be allowed to take it when we
had planned?
Isn't there anything you could do? or There must be
something you can do.
b. Any fact.
c. 3a or 3b with excuses.
d. Just excuses, apologies, begging.
1. Irrelevant or incomplete response
Score 1 if comment is unrelated to the entire sequence or to the con-
federate's preceding comment, or if it is an incomplete response or an
irrelevant question.
0. No response
Score 0 for a response if the student says nothing to the confederate's
line.
0. For the scene
Score 0 for the scene if the student agrees to take the exam the same
time the other students take it.
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* For last response-if they agree to do it the day before, drop 1 from
the high.
Don't drop below a 2 unless student gives irrelevant response or no
response.
** Scoring responses subsequent to a 3 or 4 response
,
The same rules about maintaining or dropping a response that were used
in scoring the previous scenes will be used here. In addition, exces-
sive begging (exaggerated please) will be dropped 1 from a previous 3
or 4 level
.
Score the following examples
Score A.
2 Dr. Crego, you said that the special arrangement for me to
take the exam early is off. I would like to know why you
changed your mind.
2 But it's not possible. I have a conflict between two exams.
2 That will probably mean that I'll flunk it.
2 They won ' t mind.
2 Do you think it's fair to me that you have changed your
mind at the last minute.
2 Well, O.K.
12 Total
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Score
2
4
3
4
3
4
20 Total
Score
3
3
2
2
2
2
B.
You said our special arrangement is off and I've already
made my plans.
Well, I think it's only fair to let me take the exam on the
day that we agreed upon.
Then I probably won't do very well.
You could just leave it with your secretary for me.
Isn't there something you can do?
No, that's not convenient.
C.
You changed our special arrangement and I would like to see
if there would be another day that I could take the exam.
Isn't there some other day which would be convenient to
both of us?
There must be something you can do.
Yes, I think they would understand.
Well, I guess I'll just have to flunk it then.
O.K. That is a help.
14 Total
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RAT ING INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSERTIVE CONTENT IN THE DATING SCENE
You will score a total of si_x possible statements. These will
begin with the student's initial statement and end with the response to
"I didn't expect you to say something like that."
4. Unqualified or direct asserti veness
a. Any statement in which the student says he likes/loves the con-
federate.
e. g. I like you.
I love you.
b. 4a pi us facts
:
We've been dating for two months.
Any statements about the relationship with the confederate.
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SUD SCORE
The SUD score provides us a way of cormiuni eating about what we
commonly refer to as our feelings. We can use SUD scores to communi-
cate how comfortable we are in a variety of situations.
Here's how it works. Think of the time or times in your life when
you are most nervous or anxious or uptight. Assign to this the number
100. Now think of the time or times in your life when you are perfectly
calm and relaxed—free from all tension and anxiety. Call this 0. Now
you have a scale from 0 to 100 on which you can rate how anxious or
relaxed you are at any time. High ratings on this scale indicate rela-
tively greater anxiety or tension; low ratings indicate relatively more
feelings of relaxation. On this scale, how do you rate yourself at
this moment?
We will be asking you to give your SUD score following each situ-
ation. Your ratings should reflect how you felt during the role
playing situation. You should strive to make them as accurate as
possible.
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EYE CONTACT AND SCENE LENGTH
The amount of time a student maintained eye contact with the con-
federate was measured for each scene. Stop watches were used to record
this variable. Amount of time eye contact was maintained was converted
later into a percentage of eye contact for each scene.
The length of each scene was also recorded. Stop watches were
used for this paper. If a student went over two minutes in any scene,
the tape was stopped at the two minute point. If a student could not
complete a scene, his time for that scene was recorded as two minutes.
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RESPONSE INVENTORY A
Rate your feelings on this scale after each role-play situation.
0
Most relaxed,
u
£ .1 ' Most nervousperfectly calm
or anxious
Decide how anxious you were in your most anxious moment during the
preceding role-play. Then, tell the experimenter your score for this
scene and s/he will record it for you. Assess your feelings after each
scene.
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ROLE- PL AY FEEDBACK
1. What did you think the study was about?
2. Have you ever been in situations like those described in the role-
plays?
3. How often do you find yourself in situations like these?
4. How realistic did you think the role-plays were?
5. How involved did you get in doing the scenes?
6. How aware of being in an experiment were you while you were en-
acting the scenes?
7. Do you think your behavior during the role-plays was realistic?
That is, do you think your behavior would have been the same or
different if the situation actually happened; if different, in
what way?
APPENDIX C
SELF-REPORT MEASURES
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RESPONSE INVENTORY C
Directions: Read each situation carefully. Decide which of the five
responses (A-E below) you would be most likely to make if the situatio
actually happened to you. Mark the response you select in the approp-
riate box on the answer blank supplied. Try to consider each situatio
separately, not letting your reaction to one situation influence your
reaction to other ones.
Al ternati ves
A = I would refuse and would not feel
uncomfortable about doing so.
B = I would refuse but would feel
uncomfortable doing so.
C = I would not refuse but would feel
uncomfortable because I didn't.
D = I would not refuse even though I
might prefer to, but would not feel
particularly uncomfortable because
I didn't.
E = I would not refuse because it seems
to be a reasonable request.
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1. Suppose you want to sell a book for $5. A mere acquaintance of
yours says that he/she really needs the book, can't find it any-
.
where, and can only pay $3 for it. You are sure that you can easily
get $5 for it.
2. Suppose it were a friend who needed the book, but you were broke
and needed the $5 to pay off a debt.
3. Suppose it were a mere acquaintance who needed the book, but you
were broke and needed the $5 to pay off a debt.
4. An acquaintance of yours asks you to go with him/her to get some-
thing to eat and you know that he/she will not go it you refuse to
accompany him/her.
5. Suppose a mere acquaintance asks you to go with him/her to get some-
thing to eat; you know that he/she will not go if you refuse to
accompany him/her, but you have just finished eating.
6. Your roommate is constantly borrowing dimes from you in order to
buy cokes, but he/she never pays you back. You are getting rather
annoyed at this and have decided to stop handing them out to him/
her. Now he/she asks to borrow a dime.
7. Suppose this person were merely an acquaintance from down the hall
who kept borrowing dimes and not repaying them.
8. Suppose your roommate is constantly borrowing dimes from you in
order to buy cokes, but he/she never pays you back. You are getting
rather annoyed at this and have decided to stop handing them out to
him/her and besides you're really low on money and have put your-
self on a tight budget.
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9. An acquaintance of yours is going to fly home over the weekend and
will have to miss a class on Friday. Even though you are not en-
rolled in that class, he/she asks as a favor that you go to the
class and take notes on Friday (you are free at that hour).
10. Suppose it were a close friend who asks for this favor, but you are
somewhat pressed for study time since you have an exam on Friday.
11. Suppose a mere acquaintance asks the favor, but you have an exam
Friday afternoon.
12. A slight acquaintance of yours asks to borrow $5 until next week.
You have the money, but you would have to postpone buying something
you wanted until the loan was repaid.
13. A student you do not know well is chairman of the dorm's fund-
raising campaign. He/she catches you when you don't have anything
special to do, and asks you to help out by soliciting room-to-room
for about 3 hours
.
14. Suppose that your roommate is the fund-raising chairman, but he/she
needs your help right when you should be studying for an exam.
15. Suppose the chairman, who is someone you don't know too well, needs
your help right when you should be studying for an exam.
16. A friend in one of your classes borrowed your class notes several
weeks ago, then failed to return them at the next class, thus
forcing you to take notes on scrap paper. Now he/she is asking to
borrow your notes again.
17. Suppose that the person who borrowed your notes were someone you
had only met in class and did not know too well.
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18. Suppose that it is your friend who is asking to borrow your notes
again, but that there is going to be an exam on the next day of
cl ass
.
19. Suppose that your classroom acquaintance is now asking to borrow
your notes again, but the exam is scheduled for the next day of
class.
20. You live in a dorm. Suppose someone, whom you don't know, calls on
your phone one night. He/she says that the phone of the person he/
she is trying to reach seems to be out of order. He/she asks if
you would go get this person. You don't even know the person the
caller is trying to reach, and you are expecting an important phone
call yourself.
21. A class project has been planned. There are several things left to
do before the project is finished, but instead of asking the other
members to do the work, the chairman, who you hardly know, asks if
you would help him/her do it. You have already done your share of
work
.
22. Suppose the chairman, who asks you to finish the project, were your
best friend, but that you have already done your share of the work
and made plans to do something else.
23. Suppose the chairman, who asks you to finish the project, was some-
one who you hardly know, and that you had already done your share
of the work and had made plans to do something else.
24. A person you do not know very well is going home for the weekend.
He/she has some books which are due at the library and he/she asks
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if you would take them back for him/her, so they won't be overdue.
From where you live it is a 25 minute walk to the library. The
books are heavy, and you hadn't planned on going near the library
that weekend.
25. You have volunteered to help someone, whom you hardly know, to do
some charity work. He/she really needs your help but when he/she
calls to arrange a time, it turns out that you are in the middle of
exams
.
26. You know you have a lot of school work to do, but an acquaintance
of yours, whom you do not know very well, asks you to go to a con-
cert with him/her.
27. You are studying for an exam but your best friend asks you to go
to a concert with him/her. He/she makes you feel that if you were
a true friend you would go.
28. What if you are studying for an exam and it was someone whom you
hardly knew who asked you to go with him/her to the concert.
29. You have been standing in the ticket line at the movie theatre for
about 20 minutes. Just as you are getting closer to the box office,
three people, who you know only slightly from your dorm, came up to
you and ask if you would let them "cut in" in front of you.
30. You are in the thick of studying for exams when a person whom you
know only slightly comes into your room and says "I'm tired of
studying. Mind if I come in and take a break for a while?"
31. You and two close friends are looking for a fourth person with whom
to share an apartment. Now your two roommates come to you and say
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that they have found someone that they would like to ask. However,
you know this person and secretly dislike him/her.
32. On your way back to the dorm, you meet a slight acquaintance who
asks you to carry a heavy package home for him/her since he/she is
not going home for a while, but it would be quite cumbersome since
you are carrying packages of your own.
33. A friend of yours comes to your door selling magazine subscriptions
He/she says it would be a personal favor if you bought one since
he/she is trying to win a scholarship in a sales contest. He/she
is offering a good price, but you are only mildly interested in the
magazines being sold.
34. In the above situation, suppose that you not only couldn't find any
especially interesting magazines on your friend's list, but that
you also felt that they were slightly overpriced.
35. A young high school boy comes to your door selling magazine sub-
scriptions. He says it would really help him if you would buy one
since he is competing for a college scholarship. You can't find
any especially interesting magazines on his list, and in any case
you feel they are slightly overpriced.
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RESPONSE INVENTORY F
You will find 20 groups of statements listed below. Each group is
composed of three statements. Each statement refers to a way of think-
ing about people or things in general. They reflect opinions and not
matters of fact— there are no right or wrong answers.
Please read all three statements in the group. Then decide first
which of the statements is most_ true or comes closest to describing your
own beliefs. Mark a plus (+) in the space on the answer sheet. Then
decide which of the remaining two statements is most false or is the
farthest from your own beliefs. Place a zero (0) in the space on the
answer sheet.
Here is an example:
A. It is easy to persuade people but hard to keep them
persuaded.
_B. Theories that run counter to common sense are a waste of
time.
_C. It is only common sense to go along with what other people
are doing and not be too different.
In this case, statement B would be the one you believe in most
strongly and A and C would be ones that are not as characteristic of
your opinion. Statement C would be the one you believe in least strong -
ly and is least characteristic of your beliefs.
You will find some of the choices easy to make; others will be
difficult. Do not fail to make a choice no matter how hard it may be.
+
0
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You will mark two statements in each group of three-the one that comes
the closest to your own beliefs with a + and the one farthest from your
beliefs with a 0. The remaining statement should be left unmarked.
PLEASE DO NOT OMIT ANY GROUPS OF STATEMENTS .
1. A. It takes more imagination to be a successful criminal than a
successful business manager.
B. The phrase, "The road to hell is paved with good intentions"
contains a lot of truth.
C. Most people forget more easily the death of their father than
the loss of their property.
2. A. Men are more concerned with the car they drive than with the
clothes their wives wear.
B. It is important that imagination and creativity in children be
cul ti vated.
C. People suffering from incurable diseases should have the choice
of being put painlessly to death.
3. A. Never tell anyone the real reason you did something unless it
is useful to do so.
B. The well-being of the individual is the goal that should be
worked for before anything else.
C. Once truly intelligent people make up their mind about the
answer to a problem, they rarely continue to think about it.
4. A. People are getting so lazy and self-indulgent that it is bad
for our country.
B. The best way to handle people is to tell them what they want
to hear.
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C. It would be a good thing if people were kinder to others less
fortunate than themselves.
5. A. Most people are basically good and kind.
B. The best criterion for a wife or husband is compatibility-
other characteristics are nice but not essential.
C. Only after you have gotten what you want from life should you
concern yourself with the injustices in the world.
6. A. Most people who get ahead in the world lead clean, moral lives.
B. Any person worth his salt shouldn't be blamed for putting his
career above his family.
C. People would be better off if they were concerned less with
how to do things and more with what to do.
7. A. A good teacher is one who points out unanswered questions
rather than gives explicit answers.
B. When you ask someone to do something for you, it is best to
give the real reasons for wanting it rather than giving
reasons which might carry more weight.
C. A person's job is the best single guide as to the sort of per-
son he is.
8. A. The construction of such monumental works as the Egyptian
pyramids was worth the enslavement of the workers who built
them.
B. Once a way of handling problems has been worked out it is best
to stick with it.
C. One should take action only when sure that it is morally right
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9. A. The world would be a much better place to live in if people
would let the future take care of itself and concern them-
selves only with the present.
B. It is wise to flatter important people.
C. Once a decision has been made, it is best to keep changing it
as new circumstances arise.
10. A. It is a good policy to act as if you are doing the things you
do because you have no other choice.
B. The biggest difference between most criminals and other people
is that the criminals are stupid enough to get caught.
C. Even the most hardened and vicious criminals have a spark of
decency somewhere within them.
11. A. All in all, it is better to be humble and honest than to be
important and dishonest.
B. A person who is able and willing to work hard has a good
chance of succeeding in whatever he wants to do.
C. If a thing does not help us in our daily lives, it isn't very
important
.
12. A. A person shouldn't be punished for breaking a law which he
thinks is unreasonable.
B. Too many criminals are not punished for their crimes.
C. There is no excuse for lying to someone else.
13. A. Generally speaking, people won't work hard unless they're
forced to do so.
B. Every person is entitled to a second chance, even after he
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commits a serious mistake.
C. People who can't make up their minds aren't worth bothering
about
.
14. A. A man's first responsibility is to his wife, not his mother.
B. Most people are brave.
C. It's best to pick friends who are intellectually stimulating
rather than those it is comfortable to be around.
15. A. There are few people in the world worth concerning oneself
about.
B. It is hard to get ahead without cutting corners here and there
C. A capable person motivated for his own gain is more useful to
society than a well-meaning but ineffective one.
16. A. It is best to give others the impression that you can change
your mind easily.
B. It is a good working policy to keep on good terms with every-
one.
C. Honesty is the best policy in all cases.
17. A. It is possible to be good in all respects.
B. To help oneself is good; to help others, even better.
C. War and threats of war are unchangeable facts of human life.
18. A. Barnum was probably right when he said that there's a sucker
born every minute.
B. Life is pretty dull unless one deliberately stirs up some
excitement
.
C. Most people would be better off if they controlled their
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C.
emotions
.
19. A. Sensitivity to the feelings of others is worth more than
poise in social situations.
B. The ideal society is one where everybody knows his place and
accepts it
.
It is safest to assume that all people have a vicious streak
and it will come out when they are given a chance.
A. People who talk about abstract problems usually don't know
what they are talking about.
B. Anyone who completely trusts anyone else is asking for trouble
C. It is essential for the functioning of a democracy that every-
one vote.
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RESPONSE INVENTORY S
Listed below are a number of statements concerning personal atti-
tudes and traits. Read each item and decide whether the statement is
true or false as it pertains to you personally.
1. Before voting, I thoroughly investigate the qualifications of all
the candidates.
2. I never hesitate to go out of my way to help someone in trouble.
3. It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I am not
encouraged.
4. I have never intensely disliked anyone.
5. On occasion, I have doubts about my ability to succeed in life.
6. I sometimes feel resentful when I don't get my way.
7. I am always careful about my manner of dress.
8. My table manners at home are as good as when I eat out in a res-
taurant.
9. If I could get into a movie without paying and be sure I was not
seen, I would probably do it.
10. On a few occasions, I have given up doing something because I
thought too little of my ability.
11. I like to gossip at times.
12. There have been times when I felt like rebelling against people in
authority even though I knew they were right.
13. No matter who I'm talking to, I'm always a good listener.
14. I can remember "playing sick" to get out of something.
15. There have been occasions when I took advantage of someone.
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16. I'm always willing to admit it when I make a mistake.
17. I always try to practice what I preach.
18. I don't find it particularly difficult to get along with loud
mouthed, obnoxious people.
19. I sometimes try to get even rather than forgive and forget.
20. When I don't know something I don't at all mind admitting it.
21. I am always courteous, even to people who are disagreeable.
22. At times, I have really insisted on having things my own way.
23. There have been occasions when I felt like smashing things.
24. I would never think of letting someone else be punished for my
wrong-doing.
25. I never resent being asked to return a favor.
26. I have never been irked when people expressed ideas very different
from my own
.
27. I never make a long trip without checking the safety of my car.
28. There have been times when I was quite jealous of the good fortune
of others.
29. I have almost never felt the urge to tell someone off.
30. I am sometimes irritated by people who ask favors of me.
31. I've never felt that I was punished without cause.
32. I sometimes think when people have a misfortune, they only got what
they deserved.
33. I have never deliberately said something that hurt someone's
feel ings .
APPENDIX D
BEHAVIORAL ROLE-PLAYS
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NARRATIVES
Sam^: It's 5:00 and you've just pulled into your driveway when you
notice your neighbor's dog starting to dig another hole in your yard.
Your neighbor is a really nice wo/man but s/he seems to have no control
over his/her dog. You've spoken to him/her more than once already
about this problem and you're feeling pretty frustrated. Your neighbor
has just stepped outside and waves to you. This is your chance to
speak.
1. Picture yourself just getting out of class on any weekday morning.
Hmm. You're a little hungry so you get a candy bar and milk from
the machines. While you're eating you see your mooching friend
coming over again. S/he already owes you about five dollars from
borrowing "just a dime" or just "fifty cents". Although you have
enough money including change in your pocket, you're very tired of
lending him/her money. Here s/he comes now.
2. Your mother/ father has just called you on the phone and tells you
that s/he wants you to come home this weekend since Aunt Sally will
be visiting from out of town. You have already made very important
plans for the weekend which you are not going to break. Your
mother/ father has just finished speaking and is waiting for you to
speak. This is your chance.
3. It's lunch time and you have classes for the rest of the afternoon,
all of which require attendance. You know your friend with whom
you are eating lunch is free for the rest of the afternoon. It is
the last day to add/drop classes. Thus, you would like him/her to
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take care of the add/drop slip for you. You still need to get your
advisor's signature on the slip and he won't be back in his office
until after lunch and then you need the slip taken to the registrars
office. You look at your watch and see it is 10 of 1. You must
leave for class in a few minutes. You must speak now.
4. You've taken an objective final exam; 50 multiple choice items.
You picked up the exam and see you've gotten a 78 on the test, a C
for the course. However, you notice that 2 answers that Dr. Smith
marked wrong on your exam are marked correctly on your friend's
exam. If you get these two marked correctly, you'd get an 82, a B
instead of a C for the course. You decide to speak to Dr. Smith.
You are standing in front of his/her office with your exam in your
hand. You knock on the door.
APPENDIX E
CONSENT AND DEBRIEFING FORMS
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CONSENT FORM
The study in which I am about to participate has been explained to
me and all my questions have been answered satisfactorily. I under-
stand that the study involves completing three self-report inventories
(Response Inventory C, Response Inventory F and Response Inventory S)
and enacting the role-plays. I understand that I will be videotaped
during the role-plays and I agree to permit the videotapes to be used
for research purposes.
I agree to participate in this project with the understanding that
I can withdraw from this project at any time or decline to participate
in any part of it without loss of credit.
Date
:
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DEBRIEFING FORM
I'd like to explain a bit about the two tests you just took and
the reasons why you took them. Response Inventory C is a measure of
assertion, i.e., it measures one's ability to refuse unreasonable re-
quests. Response Inventory M, on the other hand, is a measure of
people's "world view" and it reflects the beliefs one has about how
people generally interact with one another. Past research seems to in-
dicate that people who score high on Response Inventory M differ from
low scorers in deciding which situations call for personally assertive
behavior. Exactly how they differ has never been studied. Therefore,
the purpose of this experiment is to explore the nature of this rela-
tionship. We will analyze the self-reported levels of assertion of
both the high and low scorers on Response Inventory M, to isolate any
systematic differences between the two groups.
Please feel free to ask about any part of this experiment that
seems puzzling to you. Also, if you are interested in seeing a copy of
the overall results, leave your name and mailing address in the spaces
indicated below. Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Tae-Hyun Moon
Name:
_
Address
:


